Differentiation of growth patterns of early gastric carcinoma determined by cytophotometric DNA analysis.
Cell nuclear DNA content was microspectrophotometrically measured in 60 cases of early and six of advanced gastric carcinoma. DNA distribution pattern was classified into Types I, II and III, according to the degree of dispersion on the DNA histogram. Five of 6 cases of the advanced carcinomas were Type III. In early carcinoma, the majority of Super (superficially spreading) type were Type II, while all of Pen A (expansively penetrating growth) type were Type III. In Pen B (infiltratively penetrating growth) type, six of ten cases were Type II and the other four were Type III. Thus, there was a distinct difference in the DNA pattern between Super and Pen Types, i.e., the DNA analysis reflected these growth types. Since about 20% of those with small mucosal carcinomas, not classifiable into the Super or the Pen types presented Type III, the cytophotometric DNA analysis should be useful in the detection of Pen A like carcinoma, in its early stage. The development from early to advanced carcinoma was discussed in terms of the similarity of the DNA histogram patterns.